(2) AFC22 on Flange

2-side Ø2" Clamp

Ø2" Pole

Cutout for Wire Management *

40"

ISOMETRIC VIEW

NOTES:
* By customer request wires can go through flanges and desktop or through second hole in the tube near flange

MATERIAL:

TOLERANCES UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
- FRACTIONAL ±1/32
- 2 PLC, DEC ±.01
- 3 PLC, DEC ±.001
- ANGULAR

ENG:
MFG:
OA:

NOT TO SCALE SHEET: 1 OF 1

DESCRIPTION:

Pole with 2 Monitors

APPROVED

DATE: 10/08/10

USED ON:

PATH:
Fin Ass'y\Accessories\Mon.Arm\Desktop\AFC Pole2-opposite-M-01